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Davide Ceriani

The Reception of Alberto Franchetti’s Works 
in the United States*

Introduction

The reception history of Alberto Franchetti’s works in the United States 
can be divided into two periods: during the first, from 1887 to 1891, the 
Sinfonia in mi minore and the opera Asrael were performed in New 
York; during the second, from 1910 to 1914, Franchetti’s operas Germania 
and Cristoforo Colombo were staged in New York, Boston, Chicago, 
and Philadelphia. Important institutions such as the Metropolitan 
Opera House, the Chicago Grand Opera Company, and the New York 
Philharmonic performed the Sinfonia and the three operas, but none of 
these works was able to enter the American repertory.1 In this article I 
explore the reasons that prevented Franchetti from achieving the success 
that other composers of his generation (including Giacomo Puccini, 
Pietro Mascagni, and Ruggero Leoncavallo) attained in the United States. 
I also shed light on the reasons that led the Italian Giulio Gatti-Casazza, 
general manager of the Met from 1908 until 1935, to stage Germania in 
1910, and the rationale behind the American critics’ negative reaction 
toward this opera.2 Finally, I investigate the reception of Cristoforo 

* I wish to thank Carol J. Oja, Anne C. Shreffler, Philip Gossett, Aaron S. Allen, Emily Abrams 
Ansari, Ryan Bañagale, William Bares, Roberto Ceriani, Elizabeth T. Craft, Alison DeSimone, 
Glenda Goodman, Jack Hamilton, Sheryl Kaskowitz, Thomas Lin, Evan MacCarthy, Drew 
Massey, Matthew Mugmon, Lisa Snyder, and Leanne Wood for their comments and 
suggestions. A special thanks goes to Alessandra Jones for both her comments and help in 
editing the final version of this article.

1. In this article I will refer to the Metropolitan Opera House as “the Met”.
2. Biographical profiles of the American music critics mentioned in this article are in Appendix 

2 at the end of this article.
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Colombo in Philadelphia and Chicago, which represented the last (still 
unsuccessful) attempt to establish one of Franchetti’s operas in America.

1. 1887-1890: The New York Performances of the Sinfonia in mi 
minore and Asrael

Upon finishing his early education in Venice, Franchetti completed his 
advanced studies in Munich (1881-1884, with Joseph Rheinberger) and 
Dresden (1884-85, with Felix Draeseke and Edmund Kretschmer).3 In 
Germany he wrote his first symphony, the Sinfonia in mi minore, which 
premiered in Dresden in 1885. The Sinfonia enjoyed widespread success 
for almost thirty years and was the first of Franchetti’s works to be offered 
in the United States; the German-born conductor Theodore Thomas led 
the performance of the New York Philharmonic at the Met on April 
7, 1887.4 Thomas was famous for introducing instrumental pieces by 
German and Central European composers. Out of the 145 composers 
whose works were premiered in the United States under Thomas’s 
baton, three were Italians: Franchetti, Mascagni, and Giovanni Sgambati. 
Among these composers, only Franchetti had two pieces conducted by 
Thomas.5 William J. Henderson, music critic of the New York Times, 
described the Sinfonia as follows:

The initial division, set down on the manuscript as an allegro agitato, though 
somewhat restless and tourmenté in character, is bright, melodious, and 
strongly Mendelssohnian in its material and instrumental treatment. The second 

3. On Franchetti’s studies in Munich and Dresden, see Alessia Ferraresi, Alberto Franchetti: 
una biografia dalle lettere, «Fonti musicali italiane», iii, 1998, pp. 215-232: 215-218.

4. See Earle H. Johnson, First Performances in America to 1900: Works with Orchestras, 
published for the College Music Society by Information Coordinators, Detroit 1979, p. 138. 
The following is a list of the cities where the Sinfonia in mi minore was offered from 1885 until 
1913. In Italy: Bologna, Genoa, Milan, Palermo, Reggio Emilia, Treviso, Turin, and Venice. 
In Germany: Berlin, Chemnitz, Coburg, Gotha, Hamburg, Leipzig, Meiningen, Munich, and 
Sondershausen. In France: Paris. In England: London. In the United States: New York. In 
Argentina: Buenos Aires. I would like to thank Richard Erkens for providing this list.

5. I came to these conclusions by cross referencing entries in «Works Introduced Into This 
Country by Mr. Thomas» in Theodore Thomas, A Musical Autobiography, ed. George P. 
Upton, Da Capo Press, New York 1964 (Originally published in two volumes in McClurg, 
Chicago 1905), pp. 353-376. These are the pieces by Italian composers that Thomas premiered 
in the United States: Franchetti’s Sinfonia in mi minore, April 7, 1887, New York; Franchetti’s 
Preludio from Asrael, January 24, 1888, New York; Mascagni’s Intermezzo from L’Amico Fritz, 
October 21, 1892, Chicago; Sgambati’s Te Deum Laudamus, December 28, 1893, Chicago.
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movement is also grateful and effective, and abounds in graceful themes, suave 
harmonies, and rich and deep tone color. After the larghetto, however, comes a 
sharp falling off, the intermezzo being noticeable only through some pretty but 
conventional bits of dialogue between the wood wind and the strings, and the 
final division lacking totally of clearness of design and of scoring distinguishing 
the first movement and, in a lesser degree, perhaps, the second.6

Henderson saw lights and shadows in this work but, most importantly, 
he pointed out that Franchetti was clearly influenced by the German 
Romantic composers—and by Felix Mendelssohn in particular. By 
associating Franchetti with the Germans, Henderson helped him stand 
out from the stream of Italians whose operas were performed in the 
United States.

No other reviews are available from the New York newspapers, but it 
is likely that the Sinfonia had a positive reception since it inspired further 
performances of Franchetti’s works. In January 1888, less than one year 
after the American premiere of the Sinfonia, the prelude of Franchetti’s 
first opera Asrael was played at the Steinway Hall in New York—once 
again under Thomas’s baton.7 None of the most important New York 
newspapers commented either on this performance or on why Asrael’s 
prelude was performed in the first place. It is reasonable to hypothesize 
that, once they received the news that Asrael was about to have its world 
premiere in Italy, Thomas and Edmund C. Stanton (then manager of the 
Met) decided to test a portion of this work in order to possibly stage it at 
a later time.8 The reception of the concert probably mirrored the growing 
success of Asrael in Europe and likely contributed to the decision of the 
Met to stage the opera on November 26, 1890.9

Franchetti’s Asrael was introduced in America under the most 
favorable auspices: the opera was chosen to open the Met’s eighth season 
and the direction was entrusted to the Austro-Hungarian Anton Seidl, 
perhaps the most famous opera conductor in the United States at that 

6. William J. Henderson, Amusements: New York Philharmonic, «New York Times», April 8, 
1887.

7. This performance took place on January 24, eighteen days before the world premiere of the 
opera in Reggio Emilia, on February 11, 1888.

8. A biographical sketch of Stanton is offered in the obituary Edmund C. Stanton Dead, «New 
York Times», January 22, 1901.

9. The opera’s librettist was Ferdinando Fontana (1850-1919).
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time.10 An article in the New York Times about the world premiere of 
Asrael also raised the expectations for the opera:

Critics believe the music will revolutionize the Italian school. German methods 
are allied to the purest melody. There is a remarkable trio and a solo equal to any 
of the delightful inspirations, it is said, of the old tuneful masters. The choral part 
is almost majestic. The orchestra numbered 100, and the chorus more than that … 
The representation as a whole is considered to be a revelation of immense talent.11

Especially relevant is the assertion that Asrael represented a synthesis of 
«German methods» (clearly referring to the systematic use of leitmotif 
and counterpoint) and «purest melody» (hinting in this case to the Italian 
vocal aesthetics of bel canto).

A final reason for Asrael’s anticipated success in New York requires a 
brief digression on the history of the Met. In the summer of 1884, after 
long and eventually unsuccessful negotiations to bring Ernest Gye (then 
manager of the Royal Opera House in London) in to lead the Met, the 
board accepted the proposal of Leopold Damrosch, a well-known and 
respected German conductor who had moved to New York in 1871.12 
Damrosch planned to run the 1884-85 season by assembling a cast of 
German singers currently performing in Germany, and by offering 
a repertory largely based on German opera. Damrosch’s proposal 
was accepted largely because, after the talks with Gye foundered, the 
alternatives would have been to either start the operatic season late or 
leave the Met closed.13 German performers were also less expensive than 

10. Seidl lived with Richard and Cosima Wagner for a long period and was Wagner’s favorite 
pupil. In the United States, critics and audiences held him in high esteem for his close ties with 
the Wagners. Seidl’s life in Bayreuth and his early years in the United States are chronicled 
in Joseph Horowitz, Wagner Nights: An American History, University of California Press, 
Berkeley 1994, pp. 81-105.

11. A New and Great Italian Opera, «New York Times», February 18, 1888.
12. For Damrosch’s early years in the United States see George Martin, The Damrosch 

Dynasty: America’s First Family of Music, Houghton Mifflin Company, Boston 1983, pp. 9-48. 
Damrosch migrated from Germany to New York to conduct the Männergesangverein Arion, 
a choral society formed by native Germans or Americans of German origin.

13. A detailed description of the negotiations between the Met and Gye is in Paul E. Eisler, 
The Metropolitan Opera: The First Twenty-Five Years, North River Press, Croton-on-Hudson 
(NY) 1984, pp. 71-78.
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Italian ones, leaving reasonable hope to reduce the huge financial losses 
incurred by the Met during its first season of activity (1883-84).14

Damrosch’s project proved to be hugely successful, especially thanks 
to the support of New York’s powerful German community. However, 
he only briefly enjoyed this success before he died on February 15, 
1885—only three months after the season had started.15 Stanton replaced 
Damrosch and he too favored German works and performers—he staged 
almost every opera in that language—until the end of his tenure in 1890-
91.16 Franchetti’s Asrael was chosen as the opening work for the Met’s last 
‘German’ season; Stanton probably hoped that in spite of Franchetti’s 
nationality, this composer could have still enjoyed the favor of the 
audience and of the critics thanks to his connections with Germany and 
his outspoken admiration for Wagner.

In spite of this great potential for success, Asrael had only five 
performances at the Met.17 Contributing to the opera’s failure was the 
presence of singers who, for the most part, had never sung at the Met 
before and were therefore unknown to the audience. In other words, 
Asrael did not enjoy the heightened excitement that the presence of 
famous singers on stage would have guaranteed.18 Negative reviews also 
affected the audience’s reception of the opera: among the most severe 
of Franchetti’s detractors was Henderson, who, a few years earlier, had 

14. The guaranteed fund of $60,000 posted by the Met stockholders seemed a reasonable 
amount to cover any possible deficit; however, the losses turned out to be ten times higher 
than the guaranteed fund. See Henry E. Krehbiel, Chapters of Opera, Being Historical and 
Critical Observations and Records Concerning the Lyric Drama in New York from its Earliest 
Days Down to the Present Time, Henry Holt and Company, New York 19113, p. 91. See also 
Mary E. Peltz, Behind the Gold Curtain: The Story of the Metropolitan Opera, 1883-1950, The 
Metropolitan Opera Guild, New York 1950, p. 20.

15. Damrosch’s short tenure as manager of the Met is chronicled in Martin, The Damrosch 
Dynasty, pp. 73-79. See also Irving Kolodin, The Metropolitan Opera 1883-1966: A Candid 
History, Knopf, New York 1966, pp. 87-88. Leopold Damrosch’s funeral service took place at 
the Met on February 18, 1885.

16. See for example Eisler, The Metropolitan Opera, pp. 78-171, and Kolodin, The Metropolitan 
Opera 1883-1966, pp. 87-105.

17. Asrael was performed on November 26, 1890; November 29, 1890; December 1, 1890; 
December 5, 1890; and January 2, 1891.

18. Among those who sang Asrael’s premiere were Andreas Dippel (Asrael), Marie Jahn (Nefta), 
Marie Ritter-Götze (Loretta), Charlotte Huhn (Lidora), Conrad Behrens (il Re di Brabante), 
Bruno Lurgenstein (Lucifer), and Peter Mastorff (un contadino). Dancers were Miss Leontine 
(first name unknown), Ida Francioli, Fanny Lengyelffy, and Miss Polednik (first name 
unknown). Among the singers, only Huhn and Behrens had already worked for the Met.
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reviewed the Sinfonia in mi minore. Not only did he accuse the Italian 
composer of being a mere «imitator of Wagner», but he also pointed 
out how, in at least two cases in this opera, imitation «exceeds the bonds 
of toleration and becomes something dangerously like plagiarism».19 
Henderson particularly criticized the introductory passage of Loretta’s 
solo at the beginning of the third act, scene ii. He argued that here «the 
violins play a figure precisely like that of the Waldweben [from the 
second act of Siegfried], and snatches of pastoral melody for the flute, 
under the following note in the score: È notte—La brezza fa tremolare 
le fronde ed increspare le acque del fiume». Henderson also focused on 
the second part of the same introductory passage of scene II, where 
«Franchetti writes Spunta la luna over a passage of sustained high chords 
for the strings with harp arpeggios, very like to the spunta la luna in Die 
Walküre [Siegmund and Sieglinde’s duet at the end of Act I]». Finally, 
Henderson noted the resemblances of the duet between Asrael and the 
young gypsy Loretta («Dove sei, Loretta?» / «Fra le tue braccia io sono») 
with the duet between Tristan and Isolde («Oh sink’ hernieder, Nacht der 
Liebe»). However, a closer comparison of these passages in Asrael’s score 
with the corresponding ones in Siegfried, Die Walküre, and Tristan und 
Isolde does not support Henderson’s severe criticism and accusations of 
plagiarism.

The other major American music critic who attended the performance, 
Henry E. Krehbiel of the New York Tribune, also noted that Asrael was 
«based on Wagnerian models» but praised Franchetti’s capacity for 
effective orchestration. Krehbiel wrote that «the orchestra is made the 
vehicle of expression and the ingenious use is made of typical phrases to 
convey meanings … [O]n the whole, it is interesting music, rhythmically 
varied and effectively orchestrated».20 Surprisingly, neither Krehbiel nor 
Henderson mentioned the similarities between Asrael and the stylistic 
features of grand-opéra, therefore missing an important link to a genre to 
which Franchetti was indebted.21

19. Henderson’s article appeared in the «New York Times», November 27, 1890. This article is 
also quoted in Eisler, The Metropolitan Opera, p. 160.

20. Krehbiel’s article appeared in the «New York Tribune», November 27, 1890. This article is 
also quoted in Eisler, The Metropolitan Opera, p. 161.

21. Italian music critics, for example, extensively commented on the connections between 
Franchetti’s Asrael and works belonging to the grand-opéra genre such as Meyerbeer’s Les 
Huguenots and L’Africaine (Giuseppe Ferrari, Asrael, leggenda in quattro atti di Ferdinando 
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Asrael was not performed again in the United States, much less the 
Met—at least in a staged form. But besides local criticism, there are two 
more issues to consider when questioning why the work was not offered 
again. The first was Wagner’s increasing popularity in America. The 
performances Seidl conducted at the Met during the second half of the 
1880s so profoundly influenced the critics and audience that the German 
master became a cultural icon. As Joseph Horowitz writes, «When [Seidl] 
arrived in the United States, only Lohengrin, of the Wagner operas, 
was a repertory staple. When he died, a dozen years later, the Wagner 
canon was a holy and necessary cause».22 For American critics, anyone 
attempting to write in Wagner’s style or, worse, plainly emulating him, 
became the object of attacks. Franchetti’s music, then, was perceived as 
too German for an Italian and too influenced by Wagner to be original.

The second issue Asrael came up against was timing: Stanton 
unwittingly staged it during a time of transition at the Met. The 1890-91 
season was the last in which Wagner’s works had preeminence at the Met 
and the last in which operas were all sung in German. In 1891-92 a new 
general manager, Henry E. Abbey, replaced Stanton and started offering 
a more diversified repertory. Unfortunately, Franchetti was perceived as 
too Wagnerian to fit in with the Italian canon (from bel canto composers 
to Verdi) that Abbey wished to reintroduce. This is clear, for example, 
by the absence of references in Henderson’s and Krehbiel’s comments 
to Asrael’s melodic qualities, which would traditionally be associated 
with Italy. By ignoring these qualities that are indeed present in Asrael, 
Henderson and Krehbiel offered an image of this opera that did not fit to 
the Italian conventions.

This image, as well as the series of unlucky circumstances spelled out 
above, had negative consequences on the dissemination of Franchetti’s 
work in the United States. Not only did this composer have to wait until 
1910 before any of his operas were performed again at the Met, but he also 
never achieved the same level of popularity that Puccini, Mascagni, and 
Leoncavallo enjoyed in America. Manon Lescaut, Cavalleria rusticana, 
and Pagliacci achieved success in the United States because they were 
immediately identified as quintessentially Italian—Asrael was not. Right 

Fontana: Musica di Alberto Franchetti, «L’Italia centrale», February 12, 1888), and Karl 
Goldmark’s Die Königin von Saba (Giovanni Tebaldini, Asrael in quattro atti del Maestro 
Franchetti: La musica e l’esecuzione, «La sentinella bresciana», February 14, 1888).

22. Horowitz, Wagner Nights, p. 15.
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after the American premiere of Cavalleria, for example, Henderson 
wrote in the New York Times that «the music of [Mascagni’s] Cavalleria 
rusticana is Italian to the core».23 Moreover, as Appendix 1 shows, these 
works were performed a few months (or a few years) after the American 
premiere of Asrael; this delay helped them to be successful in the long 
run as, with the end of 1890-91 season, the predominance of Wagner at 
the Met had ended and in its place stood a revived interest for Italian 
operas.24 In other words, Puccini, Mascagni, and Leoncavallo met the 
American expectation for new Italian opera that Franchetti was not able 
to fulfill. It is ironic that although Asrael was brought to the Met stage 
because of its alleged similarity to Wagner’s body of work, this same 
quality exiled Franchetti from the American operatic stage for almost 
twenty years.

2. Germania at the Met: Reasons and Context for Its Staging

Between 1891 and 1908 several managers ran the Met, offering a repertory 
that no longer favored German opera. First was Abbey (initially as a sole 
leader, then with Maurice Grau and John B. Schoeffel from 1893 until 
1897), followed by Maurice Grau (1898) and the Austrian impresario 
Heinrich Conried (1903). In 1908 the Met went through a period of 
significant changes; Conried was asked to resign and a new general 
manager, the Italian Giulio Gatti-Casazza, stepped in. Gatti-Casazza, 
who had been working as a general manager of Milan’s Teatro alla Scala 
since 1898, brought with him the conductor Arturo Toscanini. The initial 
agreement was that Toscanini would share duties with Gustav Mahler: 
the former would be in charge of Italian and French opera while the latter 
would take on the Austro-German repertory.25 Gatti-Casazza—albeit 

23. Henderson’s article appeared in the «New York Times» on December 31, 1891. This article is 
also quoted in Eisler, The Metropolitan Opera, p. 179. See also the comments that followed 
the American premieres of Pagliacci (June 15, 1893) and Manon Lescaut (August 29, 1894). 
For Pagliacci: William J. Henderson, A New Italian Opera: Leoncavallo’s I Pagliacci Given 
Here for the First Time, «New York Times», June 16, 1893, and Henry E. Krehbiel, Music: 
I Pagliacci, «New York Tribune», June 16, 1893. For Manon Lescaut: Henry E. Krehbiel, 
Puccini’s New Opera: Manon Lescaut Produced in Philadelphia, «New York Tribune», August 
30, 1894.

24. Appendix 1 is at the end of this article.
25. See Mahler’s letter to the stage designer Alfred Roller on January 20, 1908: «For the moment 

the gentlemen [of the Met Board] plan to engage the present manager of the [Teatro alla] 
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reluctantly—had to share his leadership with Andreas Dippel, a German 
singer who had sung for the Met since 1890 and was now appointed as 
‘administrative manager’.26 However, Mahler devoted increasing time 
and energy to the New York Symphony Orchestra, giving Toscanini 
the position of the Met’s principal conductor and leaving Gatti-Casazza 
and Dippel to battle for control of the opera house. Otto Kahn, then 
leader of the Metropolitan Opera Company Board and main patron of 
the institution, decided to keep Gatti-Casazza and appoint Dippel as the 
head of the newly-formed Chicago Opera Company.

During the diarchy the pro-Italian agenda of Gatti-Casazza became 
progressively more clear. During his first season at the Met, Gatti-Casazza 
staged two American premieres by Italian composers: Puccini’s Le Villi 
on December 17, 1908, and Alfredo Catalani’s La Wally on January 6, 
1909. Gatti-Casazza’s letters up until WWI have been lost, and therefore 
we must conjecture about the reasons for which he chose these operas. 
One hypothesis is that he wanted to expand the Met repertory of Italian 
operas beyond the already-famous ones from the late nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries, namely Cavalleria rusticana, Pagliacci, Manon 
Lescaut, La bohème, Tosca, and Madama Butterfly. It is also possible that 
Gatti-Casazza wanted to promote Ricordi’s work since he published 
both Le Villi and La Wally. One should also remember that Toscanini 
held Puccini and Catalani in great esteem, and it is conceivable that 
he exercised pressure on Gatti-Casazza to premiere these works in the 
United States. Toscanini conducted the American premieres and every 
subsequent performance of both Le Villi and La Wally at the Met.

Finally, and maybe most importantly, like many other Italian 
composers of the day (Franchetti included) Catalani and Puccini 
witnessed a growing interest in the works of Wagner and partially shaped 
their operas after that of the German master. Both Gatti-Casazza and 
Toscanini publicly declared that they were strong admirers of Wagner; 

Scala as manager of the Metropolitan Opera and to appoint the highly praised conductor 
Toscanini to be in charge of Italian Opera while German Opera will be, so to speak, handed 
over to me». Quoted in Henry-Louis de La Grange, Gustav Mahler, vol. 4, A New Life 
Cut Short (1907-1911), Oxford University Press, Oxford 2008, vol. 4, p. 103, and in a slightly 
different translation in Harvey Sachs, Toscanini, J. B. Lippincott, Philadelphia-New York 
1978, p. 104.

26. Andreas Dippel (1866-1932) was a German tenor who worked for the Met from 1890 until 
1908 when he was asked to take up a directorial role. During his career as a singer, he was 
known as a versatile artist with a repertory of more than 150 roles.
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the Italian general manager likely thought that works by his countrymen 
would be more palatable to American critics if they had a German (or, 
more exactly, a Wagnerian) bent in setting and music. La Wally, for 
example, has many connections with Wagner’s techniques: with the 
exception of a few arias such as the famous «Ebben? Ne andrò lontana» 
from the first act, the opera is not clearly divided into numbers. Another 
sign of Wagnerian influence is the crucial role that the orchestra plays in 
both Puccini and Catalani’s narrative process of their operas. Moreover, 
Le Villi and La Wally are set in German-speaking lands: Le Villi takes 
place in a village in the Black Forest and in Mainz, and La Wally is set in 
the Tyrol region.

Gatti-Casazza’s strategy to promote Italian composers, at least in the 
first year of his tenure as general manager, was not successful. Le Villi ran 
for six performances and La Wally had four. Neither work gained much 
public or critical interest. Despite this, the following year Gatti-Casazza 
resolved to produce another opera based in Germany and written by an 
Italian composer: Franchetti’s Germania, which premiered on January 
22, 1910.27 Germania is set in various places within the German territories 
(including the Black Forest) between 1806 and 1813. 

The same way Stanton had good reasons to anticipate a success for 
Asrael, Gatti-Casazza had hopes that, despite what had happened during 
the previous season, Franchetti’s Germania would win the public’s favor. 
In Italy, Franchetti was considered as important as Puccini, Mascagni, 
and Leoncavallo. Although neither the Sinfonia nor Asrael achieved 
any long-term success and recognition in America, they had been 
introduced by conductors who were among the greatest advocates of 
German music in the New World. Gatti-Casazza likely hoped that the 
support Franchetti once enjoyed from Thomas and Seidl would help the 
composer’s reputation in the eyes of the American music critics who 
were fond of German music. To secure the attention of the press for the 
American premiere of Germania, Gatti-Casazza chose the popular Italian 
tenor Enrico Caruso for the principal role of the opera, the German 
hero Federico Loewe. Caruso had performed in the world premiere of 
Germania at La Scala in March 1902, when Gatti-Casazza was the general 
manager and Toscanini was music director; his star power made him the 
ideal person to launch this opera in America.

27. The opera’s librettist was Luigi Illica (1857-1919).
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Two aspects set Germania apart from Le Villi and La Wally: first, 
Franchetti’s opera drew much more attention from the American press 
than these two works. The press showed appreciation for the performers, 
praising not only Caruso but also the rest of the cast. However, these 
same critics’ reactions to Franchetti’s music were generally tepid if 
not negative. Second, after the first series of performances (seven from 
January 22 until April 9, 1910), Gatti-Casazza decided to stage Germania 
again during the 1910-1911 season instead of giving up after the first series 
as he had done with Le Villi and La Wally.28 The opera was removed 
from the repertory after two performances in February 1911, but Gatti-
Casazza’s persistence shows his strong desire for this work’s success and 
his equally strong belief in the possibility of introducing new operas by 
Italian composers in the United States.

Toscanini similarly hoped for Franchetti’s success: as Chiara 
Brancaleoni writes, the conductor had never hidden his affinity for 
Franchetti.29 By 1910, Toscanini had already conducted nearly a dozen 
different productions of Cristoforo Colombo and Germania in Europe 
and South America, beginning with a performance of Colombo in 
Genoa in October 1892.30 As for Germania, Toscanini directed its world 
premiere in 1902, then conducted three sets of performances in Buenos 
Aires (1903, 1906, and 1912), and the two in New York (1910 and 1911).31 
Toscanini performed Germania again in 1929, when Franchetti’s works 
were no longer staged on a regular basis.

28. Germania was performed at the Met on the following dates. In 1910: January 22 and 28, 
February 7 and 15 (this performance took place in Philadelphia), March 3 and 12, April 9 (this 
performance took place in Chicago). In 1911: February 1 and 6. 

29. See Maria Chiara Brancaleoni, Germania, dramma lirico di Alberto Franchetti (1902). 
Per una analisi del libretto e della partitura, tesi di laurea, University of Perugia, academic 
year 2003/04, p. 51

30. Cristoforo Colombo was first performed in Genoa on October 6, 1892, under Luigi 
Mancinelli’s baton. After Mancinelli conducted this work twice, Toscanini took over the 
following performances. See Sachs, Toscanini, 41. Toscanini directed Colombo again at the 
following theaters: Sociale in Treviso, 1894; Carlo Felice in Genoa, Teatro Nuovo in Pisa, and 
La Fenice in Venice, 1895; Teatro de la Opera in Buenos Aires, 1901 and 1906; and La Scala 
in Milan, 1908. After a long period of silence, Colombo was among the operas that Toscanini 
decided to perform during his nine-year tenure at La Scala in the 1920s. This work, staged in 
1923, was entrusted to Edoardo Mascheroni.

31. See Marcello Manuali, Ritratto di un operista di fine secolo: Alberto Franchetti, tesi di 
laurea, University of Bologna, academic year 1987/88, p. 17.
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3. Germania at the Met: Reception and Criticism

When the Met produced Germania, Franchetti’s fortune was already 
declining. American music critics speculated about Gatti-Casazza’s 
motives for choosing this opera and questioned his decision to give it 
such an opulent, expensive production. Not only did these commentators 
criticize the Italian general manager’s policies, but they also expressed 
a broader anti-Italian sentiment—an attitude that was already in place 
when Gatti-Casazza and Toscanini arrived at the Met. Some music critics, 
such as Reginald De Koven, expressed fear that too much power was 
entrusted to the Italians and that as a result the opera house might become 
an American extension of the Ricordi publishing house.32 De Koven, 
together with Algernon St. John-Brenon and Krehbiel, also claimed to 
know about the alleged strong ties that Gatti-Casazza and Ricordi had 
built over the course of Gatti-Casazza’s ten-year stint as general manager 
of La Scala.33 That a seemingly unexceptional opera such as Germania 
was performed with unusual magnificence, and furthermore with a cast 
comprised mostly of Italians, made the critics still more suspicious of the 
new Italian general manager.34

32. See Reginald De Koven, Metropolitan Opera – Who Shall Direct It? Some Possibilities, 
«New York World», February 2, 1908.

33. Several years later, Kolodin recalled the feeling of anxiety that Gatti-Casazza’s ties to Ricordi 
caused when the new manager arrived at the Met. Kolodin wrote: «The very real apprehension 
with which some supporters of [the] Metropolitan opera viewed the arrival of Gatti-Casazza 
[…] must seem absurd today. But there were at least two factors to create uneasiness. 
One was […] the affinity of Gatti[-Casazza] with the house of Ricordi»; see Kolodin, The 
Metropolitan Opera, 1883-1966, p. 199. De Koven was the music critic who, more than others, 
expressed serious concerns about this ‘affinity’. See for example the article mentioned in the 
previous footnote (Metropolitan Opera, «New York World», February 2, 1908) and The Opera 
Situation and Who Controls It: A Curious Imbroglio, «New York World», February 9, 1908. 
See also Algernon St. John-Brenon, Mme. Destinn for Metropolitan: Conried Situation 
Chaotic, «New York Morning Telegraph», February 9, 1908, and Henry Edward Krehbiel, 
Music: The Operatic Revolution, «New York Tribune», February 10, 1908.

34. The list of artists involved in the production of Germania at the Met in January 1910 follows. 
Singers: Enrico Caruso (Federico Loewe), Pasquale Amato (Carlo Worms), Emmy Destinn 
(Ricke), Antonio Pini-Corsi (Crisogono), Giulio Rossi (Giovanni Filippo Palm), Christine 
Heliane (Jane), Marie Mattfeld (Lene Armuth), Lenora Sparkes (Jebbel), Adamo Didur 
(Stapps), Paolo Wulman (Luigi Adolfo Guglielmo Lützow), Lodovico Nepoti (Carlo Teodoro 
Körner), Marie Mattfeld (Hedvige), Aristide Baracchi (Peters), Edoardo Missiano (Police 
Chief), Florence Wickham (A Woman), Rita Barillo (A Young Boy). Conductor: Arturo 
Toscanini. Chorus Conductor: Giulio Setti. Director: Jules Speck. Set Designers: Antonio 
Rovescalli and Mario Sala. Costume Designers: Adolfo Hohenstein and E. S. Freisinger.
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The critic who, more than any other, openly accused Gatti-Casazza 
of having staged Germania to please Ricordi was Henry Finck of the 
New York Evening Post. Shortly after the American premiere Finck 
wrote: “Mr. Giulio Gatti-Casazza, whether inspired by motives personal, 
patriotic, Ricordial, or others—they can hardly have been musical 
motives—produced Germania, an opera by millionaire baron Franchetti, 
with the baron’s devoted friend, Mr. Toscanini, at the conductor’s 
desk».35 Finck also asked if it was not «a pity to waste so much talent and 
magnificence on such poor music». The following year, when Germania 
was staged again for two performances in February 1911, Finck stepped 
up the charges. The critic recounted rumors that Ricordi, publisher of 
Puccini’s La fanciulla del West, had granted the Met the rights to perform 
the world premiere of this opera as long as Germania was also staged.36 
Max Smith, music critic of the New York Press, reiterated these claims: 
«Rumor had it that the publisher G. Ricordi & Co., whose operatic rights 
have been a valuable asset to the Metropolitan Opera House ever since 
the star of Caruso appeared on the horizon, had forced this card on the 
management».37 Both Finck and Smith did not accuse Gatti-Casazza 
of having actively played a part in the decision to stage Germania, but 
rather that he had not opposed Ricordi’s political weight. As had already 
happened with St. John-Brenon, Krehbiel, and De Koven, these critics 
feared the links between Gatti-Casazza and Ricordi were too strong—to 
the point that the Met’s independence could not be preserved.

De Koven in particular seemed to have trouble with the quality of the 
operas performed at the Met since Gatti-Casazza’s appointment. The 
staging of Germania gave him the opportunity to make the following 
statement:

I said the other day in these columns that it was by no means unlikely that before 
long we might be brought down to provincial opera in New York of the kind that 
is given in Carlsruhe [sic], Darmstadt, and Hessen-Cassel. Apropos of this I am 

35. Henry Finck, A Poor Opera by a Rich Man, «New York Evening Post», January 24, 1910.
36. Henry Finck, Music and Drama: Germania at the Metropolitan, «New York Evening Post», 

February 2, 1911. Finck also added that the Met had paid $5,000 to secure those rights.
37. Max Smith, Germania Wins Favor as Operatic Production: Franchetti’s Work Gives Caruso, 

Destinn, and Amato Fine Opportunity, «New York Press», February 2, 1911.
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informed curiously enough that the only place in Europe outside Italy in which 
Germania has been performed is Carlsruhe.38

Even though De Koven criticized Germania, his fear was that Gatti-
Casazza might continue to produce operas by Italian composers whom 
he considered to be second-rate. While he and the other American critics 
questioned a wide range of Gatti-Casazza’s potential misdeeds, they were 
primarily concerned with the possible devaluing of the Met’s reputation 
and, by proxy, New York’s cultural reputation.

Critics offered further explanations of what might have led the Met 
to stage Germania. Emile F. Bauer of the Musical Leader, for example, 
informed her readers that since the premiere at La Scala in 1902, 
Caruso «has been desirous of singing [the role of Federico Loewe] at 
the Metropolitan».39 The Nation’s critic mentioned instead the ties of 
friendship between Toscanini and Franchetti, implying that this could 
have been one of the reasons behind the production of Germania at the 
Met.40 Other critics held the view that the music of Germania was pleasing 
to listen to, but not particularly stimulating. In particular, they expressed 
appreciation for Franchetti’s appealing cantabile melodies but dismissed 
the opera as typically Italian in the most pejorative sense. Except for 
the main arias, they argued, Germania’s musical profile was fluid and 
smooth but unpretentious.41 Only in some instances did Franchetti’s 
skillful orchestration and ability to maneuver large choruses make this 
work more engaging and worthy the attention of ‘serious’ listeners.42 
Yet, for the American critics who did not entirely dismiss Germania, 

38. Reginald De Koven, The Week’s New Operas: French Griselidis and German Germania, 
«New York World», January 23, 1910.

39. Emile F. Bauer, Germania at the Metropolitan, «Musical Leader», 4 (January 27, 1910), p. 10. 
Emile F. Bauer was the pen name of Emilie F. Bauer.

40. Music: Two Operatic Novelties, «Nation», 90 (January 27, 1910), p. 96.
41. See New Opera, Germania, Sung at the Metropolitan, «New York Herald», January 23, 1910. 

The critic wrote that «Germania may not be a great work, but it certainly is tuneful».
42. See Richard Aldrich, Baron Franchetti’s Germania Heard: Italian Opera on a German 

Historical Subject, «New York Times», January 23, 1910. Aldrich wrote that Franchetti’s 
«mastery of orchestration [was] by no means small» and that he was «especially successful 
[…] in his treatment of choral masses». See also Germania receives first performance: 
Franchetti’s Opera Finely Sung and Splendidly Staged at Metropolitan, «Musical America», 
xii, January 29, 1910, p. 1 and 5, where the critic wrote that Franchetti had «knowledge of 
orchestration […] in abundant evidence» and Max Smith, Millionaire Baron wins success 
with his opera, «New York Press», January 23, 1910, who pointed out Germania’s «several 
effective choral episodes».
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this pleasantness was positive, because it could guarantee the favor of the 
least demanding audience. Richard Aldrich articulated this idea better 
than anyone else: «Franchetti’s opera Germania possess[es] qualities that 
will make it a popular item in the repertory at the [Met Opera] house, 
although the music lover who looks below the surface and listens deeper 
than a first impression will not find an entirely solid satisfaction in it».43 
In other words, as long as it was clear that Franchetti was a second-rate 
composer, Germania could join the group of the Met’s repertory operas. 
The public that would appreciate it was only interested in easy listening. 
As Smith wrote, Germania «had elements that make a strong appeal to 
opera-goers who are not over-sophisticated».44

These comments resonated with the pro-German (and anti-Italian) 
attitude of many American music critics of the late nineteenth and early 
twentieth centuries. Krehbiel, Henderson, and Fink, in particular, were 
all «militant Wagner enthusiasts» who had never fully come to terms 
with the end of the ‘German’ period at the Met in the early 1890s.45 They 
had trouble accepting that modern Italian works were staged on a regular 
basis. As Henderson wrote in 1908, «the struggle to keep German opera 
in its old position of command has never ceased» and for years «the term 
‘artistic’ has for too many critics, artists, conductors, and music lovers 
spelled German opera».46 The opinions of this trio of critics inspired 
their less well-established colleagues to impart their own similar views. 
Finck, for example, described Germania as «stale, flat, and unprofitable», 
adding that «the music … was stirring, too, in an external, pompous way. 
Content it had little or none».47 The younger St. John-Brenon and Bauer 
expressed almost identical opinions: the former accused Franchetti of 
«illustrat[ing] moments of dramatic passion with a music that is trite, 

43. Aldrich, Baron Franchetti’s Germania Heard.
44. Smith, Millionaire Baron wins success with his opera.
45. Mark Grant, Maestros of the Pen: A History of Classical Music Criticism in America, 

Northeastern University Press, Boston 1998), p. 59. Grant does not include Aldrich, perhaps 
because he was about a decade younger than the trio made of Krehbiel, Henderson, and 
Finck. However, Aldrich should be added to this list since he was one of the most important 
critics on the American music scene.

46. William J. Henderson, Opera House Management: The War Between Italian and German, 
«New York Sun», February 16, 1908.

47. Finck, A Poor Opera by a Rich Man.
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trivial, meaning anything or nothing»48 while the latter spoke positively 
of the stage setting and of the performers but still said that the music 
was «the weakest part of the opera».49 The reason behind this disdain 
probably lies in their desire to see Germania taken off from the stage lest 
they become inundated with what they viewed as subpar works by Italian 
modern composers.

American critics also had difficulty locating Germania within the 
turn-of-the-century Italian operatic context. In Italy, reviewers rightly 
distinguished this work from the so-called verismo operas that had 
appeared throughout the 1890s.50 They claimed that Franchetti had 
set himself apart from his colleagues both for the noble ideals brought 
forward in Germania (such as the loyalty of the patriots to the cause of 
a free Germany) and for the distinguished musical qualities of the opera 
(especially the vocal parts that contrasted with the excesses of verismo 
style, then considered vulgar by most critics). Not only were critics in the 
United States unable to differentiate between Franchetti and his fellow 
Italian verismo composers, but they even explicitly linked the two. St. 
John-Brenon wrote:

The composers of modern Italy—young Italy, as they love to call themselves—
have a tender and resolute affection for blood and gloom. They are not happy 
unless their audiences are unhappy. Their idea of heightened emotion consists in 
physical tragedy … All that is applicable to Germania.51

48. Algernon St. John-Brenon, Germania Given Its Premiere: New Italian Opera Produced 
at Metropolitan With Caruso, Mme. Destinn and Amato, «New York Morning Telegraph», 
January 23, 1910.

49. Emile F. Bauer, Germania at the Metropolitan, «Musical Leader», 4 (January 27, 1910), 10.
50. See for example Luigi Alberto Villanis, In attesa della Germania di Franchetti, «La 

stampa», March 10, 1902; Giovanni Battista Nappi, La prima della Germania alla Scala, «La 
perseveranza», March 12, 1902; Giovanni Borelli, La première della Germania di Franchetti, 
«L’alba», March 12, 1902; Agostino Cameroni, Germania di L. Illica ed A. Franchetti alla 
Scala, «Lega lombarda», March 12-13, 1902; Nicola D’Atri, L’opera Germania del maestro 
Franchetti alla Scala, «Il giornale d’Italia», March 13, 1902; Giovanni Battista Nappi, 
Germania di Alberto Franchetti, «La perseveranza», March 14, 1902; Agostino Cameroni, 
Intorno alla Germania di A. Franchetti, «Lega lombarda», March 14-15, 1902; Jarro [Giulio 
Piccini], La Germania: Il dramma, «La nazione», December 26-27, 1902. Operas mentioned 
by these critics included Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana (1890), Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci 
(1892), Giordano’s Mala vita (1892; later revised as Il voto and premiered under this new title 
in 1897), Pierantonio Tasca’s A Santa Lucia (1892), Nicola Spinelli’s A basso porto (1894), 
Mascagni’s Silvano (1895), Antonio Smareglia’s Nozze istriane (1895), and Cilea’s L’Arlesiana 
(1897).

51. St. John-Brenon, Germania Given Its Premiere.
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St. John-Brenon neglected to take into account the ideological 
background that provoked «blood and gloom» in Germania, and 
implicitly assumed that these characteristics alone aligned Franchetti’s 
work with verismo operas. In the verismo tradition, the amorous passions 
that lead to tragedy were an end unto themselves and played a central 
role in the development of the plot; moreover, the stories were limited in 
both time and space. In the case of Germania, instead, patriotism fuels 
the plot rather than the love triangle among the three main protagonists; 
moreover, the timeframe spans seven years.

Many other American critics closely associated Franchetti with 
the Italian composers of the same period, failing to notice the stylistic 
differences between them. Finck argued that Franchetti «borrows from 
his Italian colleagues»52 while Krehbiel went even further by writing that 
Franchetti «oscillates from Wagner to his modern [Italian] colleagues».53 
Others made even more specific connections: De Koven pointed out 
Franchetti’s «various styles, from Wagner to Puccini to Ponchielli»54 
and Henderson ironically declared that «One recognizes Franchetti’s 
membership in that league of musical virtue whose officers have been 
Ponchielli, Puccini, and even Mascagni».55 The review that most clearly 
connected Germania to the operas of Franchetti’s contemporaries 
appeared in Town Topics a few days after the premiere. The author of 
the unsigned article listed the composers and the operas to measure 
Germania against, including Giordano’s Fedora and Andrea Chénier, 
Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana, Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci, and Puccini’s 
Tosca. The author added that these «newer Italian masterpieces» may be 
comparable to Germania, but they were also superior.56

The association that De Koven and Henderson made between 
Ponchielli and Franchetti is surprising for at least two reasons: first, 
because Franchetti had relatively little to share in terms of musical style 
and personal relationship with his older colleague. Second, because the 
only work by Ponchielli widely known in the United States in the early 

52. Finck, A Poor Opera by a Rich Man.
53. Krehbiel, A new opera at the Metropolitan: Franchetti’s Germania.
54. De Koven, French Griselidis and German Germania, «New York World», January 23, 1910.
55. Henderson, Germania given at the Metropolitan.
56. Crochet and Quavers: Tuning the timbrels, «Town Topics», iv, January 27, 1910, p. 15.
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twentieth century was La Gioconda.57 For De Koven and Henderson, 
Ponchielli’s name was then synonymous with grand-opéra; the music 
critics’ point that he had an influence on Franchetti contributed to the 
dissemination of the incorrect notion of Germania as a grand-opéra. 
The critics’ comments, in the end, reveal their limited understanding of 
Italian opera’s connections among contemporary composers as well as 
their lineage.58

4. The Staging of Cristoforo Colombo in Philadelphia and 
Chicago

The last of Franchetti’s major works to be performed in the United States 
was Cristoforo Colombo.59 This opera was first staged by the Chicago 
Grand Opera Company, under Cleofonte Campanini’s baton, at the 
Metropolitan Opera House of Philadelphia on November 20, 1913.60 The 
company also performed Colombo in Chicago on December 4 and 10, 
and then again in Philadelphia on February 23, 1914. It is not clear why 
the Chicago Opera Company decided to produce this work but it is likely 

57. This opera had been performed fourteen times by the Met prior to the premiere of Germania. 
Other than New York, the Met staged La Gioconda in Boston, Philadelphia, Chicago, and St. 
Louis.

58. When Germania was staged in Boston in March 1912, the local critics made comments that 
were as dismissive as those of their New York colleagues and contained similar mistakes. 
Philip Hale of the Boston Herald, for example, commented on the remarkable level of the 
performance (which included Giovanni Zenatello as Federico, Pasquale Amato as Worms, 
and Carmen Melis as Ricke) but complained about «such colorless, ineffective music». For 
reasons he did not explain, Hale also made the assumption that the symphonic interlude 
between the secondo quadro (third act) and the epilogue (fourth act) was a «master stroke 
of realism», again associating Franchetti with the wrong aesthetic trend; see Philip Hale, 
Franchetti’s Germania Is Performed First in Boston at Opera House, «Boston Herald», March 
10, 1912.

59. The opera’s librettist was, once again, Illica.
60. When performing in Philadelphia, this company went under the name of Philadelphia-

Chicago Opera Company. A second performance (a matinée) took place on November 22. 
This is the list of the artists involved in the American premiere of Colombo. Singers: Titta 
Ruffo (Cristoforo Colombo), Amedeo Bassi (Don Fernan Guevara), Rosa Raisa (Isabella 
d’Aragona), Gustave Huberdeau (Don Roldano Ximenes), Francesco Federici (Marguerite), 
Edmond Warnery (Roderigo di Triana), Emilio Venturini (Matheos), Emilio Venturini, 
Francesco Federici, and Henri Scott (Tre romei), Frank Preisch (Un frate), Edmond Warnery, 
Constantin Nicolay, Nicolò Fossetta, Ralph Errolle (Quattro cavalieri), Ruby Heyl (Una 
villanella). Conductor: Cleofonte Campanini. Stage Director: Fernand Almanz.
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that Campanini hoped to turn Franchetti’s opera into a lasting success 
in the United States, succeeding where Toscanini and Gatti-Casazza had 
failed. Unfortunately for him and for Franchetti’s fortunes in America, 
he was no luckier than his two compatriots.

The version of Colombo staged in Philadelphia and Chicago was very 
different than the one originally conceived by Franchetti in 1892. Because 
of its excessive length, conductors and managers of opera houses often 
cut the third and the fourth acts (out of five) to make it more accessible 
to the audience and less difficult to stage.61 This three-act version of 
Colombo, for example, was staged in Hamburg in 1893, in Milan in 1894, 
and in the United States in 1913-1914. Probably unaware of the opera’s 
original conception, the reviewer of the New York Times wrote:

The story is unusually simple. The first act takes place in the convent of St. 
Stephen, Salamanca, where Columbus unfolds to Isabella the wonderful prospect 
of discovery he has in view; the second, aboard the good ship Santa Maria, from 
which the first glimpses of America are had; and the third, at the tomb of Isabella, 
in the Cathedral of Medina, where Columbus dies.62

Ironically, the version of Colombo performed in the United States was 
missing the two ‘American’ acts. The third act takes place in 1503 on 
the shore of a lake located in Xaragua, the westernmost cacicazgo (or 
chiefdom) of Hispaniola. There, Columbus’s enemy Don Roldano 
Ximenes prepares a coup during the Genoese explorer’s absence. In the 
fourth act, still in Xaragua, Roldano launches false accusations against 
Columbus in front of the King of Spain’s emissary, Bobadilla. Columbus 
is taken prisoner and Roldano, now successfully in power, condemns the 
Queen of the natives to be burnt alive.

The reviews of this shortened version of Colombo were sharply divided 
in two categories: the local newspapers spoke favorably of this work while 

61. See for example Cesare Gamba, Il dramma lirico Cristoforo Colombo di Alberto Franchetti, 
«Caffaro», October 2, 1892 («The third and the fourth acts make up a story on their own»); 
Id., Cristoforo Colombo: Dramma lirico del Maestro Franchetti», «Caffaro», October 11, 
1892 («Especially in the fourth act, the music was prolix»); Giuseppe Depanis, Cristoforo 
Colombo, dramma lirico di Alberto Franchetti, «Gazzetta piemontese», October 11-12, 1892 
(«If one does not want to suppress the third and fourth acts […] it is imperative […] to merge 
them […] The epilogue, admirable from beginning to the end, compensates the deficiencies 
of the third and fourth [acts]»).

62. Christoforo [sic] Colombo: American Premiere of Franchetti’s Opera. Ruffo in Title Role, 
«New York Times», November 21, 1913.
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the music journals were more skeptical. It is likely that the local press 
wanted to help the Chicago Grand Opera Company to promote Colombo 
while the critics who wrote for the music journals took a more objective, 
professional approach. A few days before the premiere, for example, 
the soprano Julia Claussen announced the imminent performance of 
Colombo in an article published in both the Philadelphia Inquirer and 
the Philadelphia Press: «This work […] has enjoyed much popularity on 
the Continent and is regarded as one of the most dramatic of the modern 
Italian school and has achieved an unusual success wherever it has been 
presented».63 The day after the premiere both newspapers published very 
positive reviews of Colombo. The reviewer of the Philadelphia Inquirer 
argued that Franchetti’s outstanding social status as a wealthy Baron 
affected his reputation as a composer in the United States, relegating 
him to the role of an amateur. Nonetheless, this critic fought such 
assumptions claiming that the exceptional music of Franchetti’s Colombo 
fully demonstrated the commitment of a professional composer.64 The 
reviewer wrote: 

The score […] is one of much interest and substantial merit. It is old-fashioned 
in its normal harmonies and its unashamed melodiousness, but it effectively 
meets the modern demand for continuity […] and it constantly responds with 
appreciative intelligence and a large measure of graphic power to the scenes and 
situations which it accompanies. There are good numbers for each of the leading 
characters and the chorus is employed with a very notable degree of ability.65

Similar comments appeared in the Philadelphia Press, where the 
reviewer claimed that «Franchetti has provided a noble musical setting 
for this story. Its dignity, its splendor, its religious majesty are wholly 
commensurate with the portentous theme».66

One wonders why after such an enthusiastic reception in Philadelphia 
Colombo was never staged at the Met. It is possible that Gatti-Casazza 
did not want to take further risks with Franchetti’s works after he had 

63. Julia Claussen, News of the Musical Season: First Production Here of Franchetti’s Opera 
Cristoforo Colombo, «Philadelphia Inquirer», November 16, 1913. As mentioned, the same 
article also appeared the same day in the Philadelphia Press but with no headline.

64. Columbus Heard as Opera’s Hero: Lyric Drama by Franchetti Produced for First Time in 
American With Titta Ruffo, «The Philadelphia Inquirer», November 21, 1913.

65. Columbus Heard as Opera’s Hero.
66. Ruffo in Colombo Heard at His Best: Enthusiastic Reception Given to New Franchetti Opera at 

the Metropolitan, «Philadelphia Press», November 21, 1913.
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unsuccessfully tried to launch Germania twice. However, it is also possible 
that the reviewers of the Philadelphia Inquirer and the Philadelphia Press 
overstated their appreciation of Colombo to help the Chicago Grand 
Opera Company—and that Gatti-Casazza was aware of it. In fact, when 
subjected to the strict scrutiny of the Musical America’s and Musical 
Courier’s professional music critics, this work suddenly appeared in a 
different light.

Arthur L. Tubbs in the Musical America was mildly appreciative of 
Colombo but certainly did not use the laudatory terms that appeared in 
the Philadelphian press. Tubbs wrote that “Great music it may not be, a 
masterpiece one would hesitate to pronounce it, but in the sense of tonal 
elucidation and effectiveness the score is praiseworthy».67 The music critic 
later pointed out that Franchetti would often overwhelm the singers with 
large, imposing instrumental passages, and that this feature required a 
conductor who would very carefully strike a balance between the two. 
Campanini, instead, «let the vociferous brasses drown the voices», which 
obviously did not help.68

The reviewer of the Musical Courier was even more dismissive of 
Colombo, to the point of arguing that only the presence of Titta Ruffo (the 
baritone who sang the role of Christopher Columbus) saved Franchetti’s 
«work from proving [itself] a bore».69 In the reviewer’s opinion, the 
first act was the most effective of the three but overall «Without […] a 
masterly conductor like Cleofonte Campanini to infuse dramatic warmth 
into this often academic music, the opera, or lyric drama as it is called—
would indeed be flat and uninspiring».70 In other words, Colombo proved 

67. Arthur L. Tubbs, Opera in America Discovers Columbus: Franchetti Work Well Liked in 
Philadelphia Premiere, «Musical America», 4 (November 29, 1913), pp. 1-2.

68. This is the only negative comment about the Italian conductor that appeared in any of the 
music journals after the first performance of Colombo. It may be possible that Tubbs was not 
necessarily making a statement against Campanini but, rather, expressing his frustration with 
the quality of the performances offered in Philadelphia, which usually could not compare 
with those of New York and Chicago. The Philadelphia opera patron Edward T. Stotesbury 
often made similar complaints: see for Gaspare Nello Vetro, Cleofonte Campanini: l’altro 
direttore, Il cavaliere azzurro, Parma 2001, p. 150.

69. Cristoforo Colombo American Premiere: Philadelphia Hears Franchetti’s New Opera – Titta 
Ruffo Carries Off Principal Hero and Campanini Conducts Superbly, «Musical Courier», 22 
(November 26, 1913), p. 24.

70. Cristoforo Colombo American Premiere, pp. 24-25. See also the comments on the 
performance in Chicago, where Colombo «made no very great impression […] Under the 
direction of Cleofonte Campanini the orchestra worked wonders with a score that is rather 
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to be an average work and no particular passages impressed the reviewers 
of Musical America and Musical Courier. An article that appeared in 
Musical America fully confirmed these impressions: Colombo was «the 
most artificial and theatrical pageant which we have seen our lyric 
stage within memory», and only Ruffo’s and Campanini’s remarkable 
feats proved to be the only worthy reasons to stage the work.71 No other 
significant comments appeared in the Philadelphia or Chicago press; 
the last performance in Philadelphia in February 1914 only received 
occasional spare lines. The attempt to make Colombo a repertory opera in 
the United States, then, failed. 

Conclusions

Several factors contributed to the unsuccessful outcome of Franchetti’s 
works in the United States but the most important among them was the 
long series of negative reviews. The accusations of having plagiarized 
Wagner, for example, spoiled Franchetti’s reputation from the time of 
Asrael’s American premiere. Without these unfair accusations, Asrael 
may have had another chance in the United Stated—possibly in a 
different city than New York. Franchetti was also unlucky since the Met 
staged Asrael at the end of the seven-year period during which German 
opera (especially by Wagner) or opera sung in German enjoyed a near-
complete predominance in the repertory. Franchetti and Asrael became 
closely associated with German music and to Wagner; Franchetti’s 
work, then, was not taken into consideration when Abbey, the new Met 
manager, decided to reintroduce Italian opera in the 1891-92 season.72

Even Franchetti’s comeback in the United States almost twenty years 
later with Germania produced no results. Gatti-Casazza assembled a 
high-quality cast, an unmistakable sign that the general manager hoped 

tiresome»; see Grand Opera in Chicago: Cristoforo Colombo, December 4, «Musical Courier», 
24 (December 10, 1913), p. 64.

71. Novelty in Chicago’s Opera Week: Cristoforo Colombo Heard Here for First Time, «Musical 
America», 6 (December 13, 1913), p. 32.

72. On Franchetti’s association with Wagner in Italy, see Richard Erkens, Sinfonismo und 
Wagnerismo: Imitationen der Musiksprache Wagners in Italien, in Gefühlskraftwerke für 
Patrioten? Wagner und das Musiktheater zwischen Nationalismus und Globalisierung, 
hearusgegeben von Arne Stollberg, Ivana Rentsch, und Anselm Gerhard Königshausen & 
Neumann, Würzburg 2015, pp. 431-473.
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for a clear-cut success that would allow this opera to become a staple in 
the repertory of the Met; yet, Germania soon disappeared. A number 
of critics focused on the rumors that circulated in the New York opera 
world rather than on the music of Germania. According to these rumors, 
Gatti-Casazza had agreed to stage Franchetti’s work in exchange for 
the privilege, granted to the Met by Ricordi, of premiering Puccini’s La 
fanciulla del West. Obviously, these rumors did not shed a positive light 
on the performances of Germania. Moreover, Gatti-Casazza’s decision 
to assemble a cast filled with Italians reinforced the suspicion, already 
expressed at the time of his arrival in New York in 1908, that the primary 
goal of the general manager was to strengthen the Italian influence at the 
Met.

The critics took a very different approach when expressing their 
opinions on Asrael and Germania: in the case of the former, they 
focused on the music and how it related to Wagner. In the case of 
Germania, instead, they warned the public that the Met was becoming 
an institution controlled by the Italians. In particular, such critics were 
afraid that Gatti-Casazza and perhaps even Toscanini would favor their 
compatriot composers under contract with Ricordi. De Koven and his 
colleagues expressed concerns that, should this happen, the reputation 
of both the Met and the city of New York would greatly suffer. Instead 
of seeking to objectively assess the music of Germania, these kinds of 
comments contained a latent anti-Italian prejudice aimed specifically at 
Gatti-Casazza.

The shift of Franchetti’s image in America, from an imitator of Wagner 
to a member of the verismo movement, must also be read as a part of 
the anti-Italian sentiment in the music press of that period. For the 
critics it was important to promote this image of Franchetti as a verismo 
composer because they hoped that the public would become aware of 
(and possibly rebel against) the excessive presence of modern Italian 
works that «have a tender and resolute affection for blood and gloom» at 
the Met.73 Franchetti’s style, a balance between Italian melodic qualities 
and Wagnerian techniques, was the perfect target for this unfortunate 
prejudice. The American critics could easily emphasize the ‘Italian’ or 
the ‘German’ side of this composer according to what best fitted their 
agenda. Franchetti had the potential to become an important composer 

73. St. John-Brenon, Germania Given Its Premiere.
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in the United States and several general managers as well as conductors 
had faith in his works; the last attempt to launch Cristoforo Colombo is 
proof of that. If this did not happen, some of the blame lies in unfortunate 
and unforeseeable circumstances; however, a larger portion of the blame 
lies in what was written about his music.
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Appendix 1 
American and Met Premieres of the Following 

Operas: Franchetti’s Asrael, Mascagni’s Cavalleria 
rusticana, Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci, and Puccini’s 

Manon Lescaut

November 26, 1890. American premiere of Franchetti’s Asrael (Met).

March 21, 1891. The Met 1890-91 season ends. This is the last of the seven-year 
“German” period.

September 9, 1891. American premiere of Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana 
(Philadelphia).

December 30, 1891. Met premiere of Mascagni’s Cavalleria rusticana.

June 15, 1893. American premiere of Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci (New York).

December 11, 1893. Met premiere of Leoncavallo’s Pagliacci.

August 29, 1894. American premiere of Puccini’s Manon Lescaut (Philadelphia).

January 18, 1907. Met premiere of Puccini’s Manon Lescaut.
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Appendix 2 
Biographical Profiles of the American Music 

Critics Mentioned in This Article

Richard Aldrich (1863-1937) graduated from Harvard University in 1885. He then 
worked for the Providence Journal and the Washington Evening Star before joining 
the New York Tribune in 1891 where he served as assistant to Henry Edward Krehbiel 
until 1902. That year he transferred to the New York Times, working as music critic 
until 1923 and then as editor-in-chief until 1933. In 1908 Aldrich became a member of 
the National Institute of Arts and Letters. He championed Richard Wagner (Guide 
to Parsifal, 1904, and Guide to the Ring of the Nibelung, 1905) as well as Johannes 
Brahms and Claude Debussy.

Emile F. Bauer (1865-1926, pen name of Emilie F. Bauer) was a child piano prodigy. 
As a young adult she taught piano, worked as a music critic for the Portland-based 
newspaper Oregonian, and became member of the editorial staff of Musical Courier. 
After this experience she became New York editor of Musical Leader, a position she 
held from 1900 until her death. From 1906 until 1912 she was music critic for the New 
York Evening Mail, and she worked intermittently with the San Francisco Chronicle 
and the Oregonian. As a composer, she published under the pseudonym of Francisco 
di Nogero.

Reginald De Koven (1859-1920) moved with his wealthy family from the United States 
to Europe in 1870. There he received a very cosmopolitan education; after attending 
college at Oxford, he studied piano and harmony in Stuttgart, composition in 
Frankfurt, Vienna, and Paris, and singing in Florence. Upon his return to the United 
States in 1882, De Koven worked as a music critic for the Chicago Evening Post and, 
later, for the New York World, the New York Herald, and the New York Evening 
Journal. In 1898 he became a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters. 
De Koven was also known as a composer; the most important of his operas, The 
Canterbury Pilgrims, was staged at the Met in 1917.

Henry Theophilus Finck (1854-1926) graduated from Harvard University in 1876. 
After reviewing the first Bayreuth festival he went back to Harvard for graduate 
school. There, Finck was granted the opportunity to spend three years in Germany 
and Austria (1878-1881). Upon his return to the United States in 1881, Finck worked 
for the New York Evening Post where he held the position of music critic until his 
retirement in 1924. He also lectured at the National Conservatory in New York and 
wrote essays where he expressed a clear preference for composers from Central and 
Northern Europe such as Richard Wagner, Franz Liszt, and Edvard Grieg.
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William James Henderson (1855-1937) graduated from Princeton University in 1876. 
He regularly served as a music critic for various New York newspapers from 1887 and 
his death, including the New York Times (1887-1902), the New York Sun (1902-1920 
and 1924-1937), and the New York Herald Tribune (1920-1924). In 1914, Henderson 
became a member of the National Institute of Arts and Letters. He also lectured at 
the New York College of Music in the late nineteenth century, and at the Institute 
of Musical Art (renamed the Julliard School of Music in 1946) in the early twentieth 
century. Many of Henderson’s essays focused on singing but he also championed the 
cause of Wagner (he published Richard Wagner: His Life and His Dramas in 1901).

Henry Edward Krehbiel (1854-1923) studied law in Cincinnati and then worked for 
the Cincinnati Gazette from 1874 until 1880. He then moved to New York where 
he joined the New York Tribune, first working as reporter and then as music critic. 
Krehbiel stayed with the Tribune until his death in 1923, becoming one of the 
strongest advocates of Richard Wagner and Johannes Brahms and, possibly, the most 
influential New York music critics. He published several books including Chapters 
of Opera (1908) and More Chapters of Opera (1919), which offer a very detailed 
description of the New York music scene between the late nineteenth and the early 
twentieth centuries. He also translated Wagner librettos and composers’ biographies, 
notably Alexander Wheelock Thayer’s Life of Ludwig van Beethoven.

Max Smith (1874-1935) graduated from Yale University in 1898. He studied theory, 
singing, and various instruments (piano, violin, and cello) privately in New York and 
in various city of Germany before serving as a music critic for the New York Press 
(1903-1916) and the New York American (1916-1919; 1923). He was an editor of The 
Art of Music and, from the mid-1920s until his death, he sporadically worked for the 
New York Herald Tribune. He was one of the few American music critics who were 
fluent in Italian and became one of the few real friends of Arturo Toscanini in the 
United States.

Algernon St. John-Brenon (1875-1915) moved to the United States from his native 
Ireland in 1905. Here he founded and led the Pittsburgh Preparatory School for nine 
years and then moved to New York where he worked for the Morning Telegraph 
as a music and dramatic critic. His knowledge of languages (other than English he 
read and spoke Latin, Greek, Italian, French, and German) made him one of the few 
critics in New York who could interview music celebrities from Europe in their own 
languages.
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Abstract

Quest’articolo esplora la ricezione dei lavori di Alberto Franchetti negli Stati 
Uniti tra la fine del diciannovesimo e l’inizio del ventesimo secolo, al tempo in 
cui egli raggiunse l’apice della celebrità. Istituzioni di prestigio come la Metro-
politan Opera House e la Chicago Gran Opera Company misero in scena alcune 
tra le sue opere più rappresentative quali Asrael, Germania e Cristoforo Colom-
bo. La Filarmonica di New York eseguì il suo più importante lavoro strumentale 
giovanile, la Sinfonia in mi minore. Nonostante i tentativi fatti da queste orche-
stre e teatri d’opera, i lavori di Franchetti non divennero mai popolari in Ame-
rica e furono abbandonati dopo poche performance. Nel presente contributo, 
basato su fonti d’archivio e articoli della stampa coeva, l’autore offre possibili 
risposte a questo mancato successo ed esplora il contesto culturale nel quale le 
opere e la sinfonia di Franchetti furono offerti per la prima volta al pubblico 
statunitense. 
I giudizi particolarmente ostili dei critici americani nei confronti di Franchetti, 
uniti alla conoscenza superficiale che essi avevano della corrente situazione ope-
ristica in Italia, contribuirono a creare una reputazione negativa nei confronti 
del compositore. A causa di questa scarsa familiarità con il moderno repertorio 
italiano, per esempio, alcuni tra i più importanti critici assimilarono erronea-
mente Germania al movimento verista. In questo modo fu offerta al pubblico 
americano una chiave d’interpretazione scorretta per comprendere questo lavo-
ro. In occasione della messa in scena di Asrael, scelto per l’inaugurazione della 
stagione 1890-91 al Met, due tra i più importanti critici (Krehbiel e Henderson) 
accusarono Franchetti di aver plagiato passaggi da opere di Wagner. Nondime-
no, un’analisi dei passaggi in questione dimostra la falsità di queste accuse.
Oltre a questi errori, innumerevoli furono i pareri negativi apparsi sulla stam-
pa. In seguito alle rappresentazioni di Germania nel 1910 e 1911, per esempio, 
una parte considerevole dei commenti si concentrò sulla reale opportunità di 
presentare un lavoro la cui musica era – per usare alcuni degli aggettivi propo-
sti con più frequenza – ‘anonima’, ‘noiosa’, ‘superficiale’ e ‘triviale’. Musica, in 
definitiva, non all’altezza del Met – il teatro presso il quale queste performance 
andarono in scena. Di poco diverso fu il caso del Cristoforo Colombo, rappre-
sentato tra Chicago e Philadelphia nel 1913 e 1914; anche se i giudizi relativi a 
quest’opera furono migliori rispetto ai due lavori precedenti, i meriti del suo 
parziale successo furono assegnati agli esecutori (Campanini e Ruffo in primo 
luogo) piuttosto che al compositore.
Questi commenti non avevano solo a che fare con la qualità della musica di 
Franchetti ma implicavano critiche ai criteri decisionali e gestionali dei general 
manager nei teatri d’opera che ospitarono questi lavori. Emblematico è il caso 
di Germania, andato in scena al Met per volontà del general manager italia-
no Giulio Gatti-Casazza. Quest’ultimo dedicò energie e risorse considerevoli al 
lancio di quest’opera scritturando tra gli interpreti Arturo Toscanini ed Enrico 
Caruso. I critici musicali, già preoccupati del fatto che Gatti-Casazza potesse 
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rafforzare ulteriormente il repertorio italiano a scapito di quello tedesco (e di 
Wagner in particolare) e per gli stretti rapporti che intercorrevano tra lui e Ri-
cordi (editore di Franchetti), polemizzarono duramente contro la decisione di 
produrre questo lavoro. Le critiche contro Germania riguardarono dunque 
quest’opera ma anche – e forse soprattutto – lo spazio che Gatti-Casazza conce-
deva a compositori italiani poco noti rispetto a quelli più affermati e (secondo 
loro) più meritevoli di altre nazioni.
Infine, alcuni lavori di Franchetti scomparvero velocemente perché ebbero la 
sfortuna di essere rappresentati in un periodo poco propizio al loro manteni-
mento in repertorio. Asrael è il caso più emblematico; questo lavoro era andato 
in scena nel corso dell’ultima stagione del cosiddetto periodo ‘tedesco’ del Met. 
Tra il 1884 e il 1891, infatti, il management di questo teatro d’opera privilegiò 
lavori di compositori tedeschi e di Wagner in particolare. Asrael fu quindi as-
sociato a questo repertorio, anche a causa dei trascorsi tedeschi di Franchetti e 
della sua nota ammirazione per Wagner. Nonostante i giudizi negativi su Asra-
el, l’opera avrebbe potuto avere una seconda possibilità ma questo non accadde 
perché dalla stagione successiva il nuovo direttore generale del Met escluse mol-
ti lavori tedeschi per favorire quelli italiani. Ironicamente, quindi, un composi-
tore italiano fu escluso dalla programmazione perché considerato troppo vicino 
alla scuola tedesca.



Alberto Franchetti nel 1925 ca.


